Wire & Conduit Management Solutions

The Best Wire & Conduit Management of any Racking System

All products ship from the factory with nuts and bolts preassembled for ease of install.

Products keep wires neatly organized providing a clean finished look to every install.

Can be installed at any time allowing easy retrofit of existing systems.

Keep your wires & conduit organized with SnapNrack solutions today

RESOURCES: snapnrack.com/resources
DESIGN: snapnrack.com/configurator
WHERE TO BUY: snapnrack.com/where-to-buy
SnapNrack Wire and Conduit Management Solutions comprise a set of dedicated products to reliably and cost effectively secure PV module and microinverter leads. These solutions will not only provide a high quality wire and conduit management solution for the life of the system, but will provide a faster and easier installation.

**Junction Box**
- Quick and easy installation utilizing snap-in features
- NEMA 4x rating to conceal and protect electrical connections
- Now two junction boxes available in different sizes for multiple wire management situations

**Standard Rail Channel & Wire Retention Clips**
- The ONLY rail channel in the industry with space for running wires and cables
- Wire Retention Clip snaps into place securing PV conductor and AC trunk lines within channel

**Wire Clamp Offering**
- New Universal Wire Clamp can hold Enphase IQ Cables as well as 4 PV Wires
- Easily attaches to standard rail using channel nut and single bolt with 1/2” socket

**Conduit Clamp**
- Flashed composition support attaches to roof with single lag bolt
- Tile support requires no tools to attach to tiles
- Secure conduit in clamp using single 1/2” socket
- Works with all 3/4” standard EMT conduit


SnapNrack Solar Mounting Solutions are engineered to optimize material use and labor resources and improve overall installation quality and safety.